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DISCLAIMER FOR RALLY INNOVATIONS PRODUCTS: Buyers assume all risk and liability whatsoever fo rthe installa�on and the use of Rally Innova�ons products. Rally Innova�ons products are sold 
as decora�ve accessories and should not be relied upon as protec�on for the vehicle or occupants in the event of a collision or roll over. Vehicles equipped with a supplemental restraint system 
(air bag) deployed by impact should not be modified by any a�ermarket Light Bar or Skid Guard without first consul�ng the vehicle manufacturer. Rally Innova�ons, a subsidiary of Pentech 
Automo�ve assumes no liability for injury, loss, incidental or consequen�al damages in the event of a collision or roll over.
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Make:
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Applica�ons:
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Subaru

2018-2020 Crosstrek

Light Conversion

2 Light Conversion Bracket
1/4”-20x1 Hex Bolt
1/4” Flat Washer

1/4” Lock Washer
1/4”-20 Nut4
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Flat Head or Phillips  Screwdriver

Ratchet
7/16” Socket or Wrench

11mm Socket or Wrench
Wire Stripper
Wire Crimp

Remove the fog light bezel, by pulling �rmly and 
directly forward.

Remove (2) plastic rivets and (1) screw, to allow 
access behind the fog light.

Bend down plastic trim, to access behind fog light. Remove OEM hardware. Top long arrow - use a short screw-
driver to remove plastic rivet.  Bottom long arrow - use socket 

to remove bolt. Bottom short arrow - remove clip-on nut. 
Detach wire, and remove the fog light assembly.

Wire Harness Adapter Kit1
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Slide in the Baja Designs light and Rally Innova-
tions bracket assembly into the (2) slots, shown 

above.

Top arrow - install using (1) 1/4-20 bolt, (2) 1/4 washers, (1) 
lock washer, and (1) 1/4-20 nut. 

Bottom arrow - install using (1) 1/4-20 bolt, (1) 1/4 washer on 
rear side only, (1) lock washer, and (1) 1/4-20 nut. 

Tighten all hardware and reinstall fog light bezel. Assembling Wire Adapter: Note that the provided dual-application 
adapter requires to reverse the color polarity on this car. Simply 

switch wire when assembling wires to the Baja Designs connector. 
Note that the adapter connects to OEM connecter easier on one 

orientation than the other.

Note: Follow the instructions provided by Baja 
Designs to wire an independent switch.

Troubleshooting: If the light does not come on 
check the following:

- The connections are not �rmly locked. Firmly 
connect the ends.
- The connection from the adapter to the OEM plug 
may not be in correct orientation. Rotate the 
connecter.
- The wire polarity on the adapter could be 
reversed. Disassemble adapter on the Baja 
Design-Adapter end, and switch the wires.


